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At the bottom of the stack in investment fund structures, there are generally “real” assets—
things like equity interests in portfolio companies, mortgage loans, commercial receivables,
maybe even bricks and mortar. Fund finance transactions, though, are by design crafted to be
at several levels removed from such underlying assets. With such ultimate assets remote from
the transaction, it may seem to fund finance practitioners that concerns about changes in the
Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC”) relating to the nature of collateral assets are just as remote.

The 2022 Amendments to the UCC (the “2022 Amendments”)[1] and new Article 12, however,
could have substantial effects on fund finance transactions precisely because they can affect
the types of digital and electronic intangible assets that stand as direct collateral in fund finance
structures.

The 2022 Amendments were envisaged as a means to provide a legal groundwork for
commercial and financing transactions in digital assets not adequately covered by existing law.
Blockchain-based cryptocurrency clearly was the drafters’ paradigm case in crafting the
provisions.[2] The 2022 Amendments, as they emerged from the drafting committees, covered
far more than just crypto. And with digitization and other technological changes increasingly
affecting both fund finance and the financial markets generally, it is timely to look at the risks
posed and opportunities offered by the 2022 Amendments.
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Most fund finance structures are supported by (i) the subscription obligations of the investors to
the fund obligor, in a subscription finance facility, or (ii) assets of the fund obligor, including
equity interests (and related rights) in downstream fund entities in a NAV facility. While there
may have been a time when such subscription rights, equity interests and other assets would
have been embodied solely in tangible paper documents, it is likely today that they would take
various electronic or digital forms. Indeed, even beyond now-routine electronic processes like
pdf email distributions, DocuSign signatures and internet document portals, it is increasingly
common to read of funds establishing subscription contracts and fund formation processes on
distributed ledgers and using tokenized digital solutions.[3] Such electronic assets are the
subject matter of the 2022 Amendments.

To understand how the 2022 Amendments could affect fund finance transactions, one needs to
understand the changes they make.  The new concept of controllable electronic records
(“CERs”) is the key innovation. CERs are a type of electronic record that can be subjected to
“control” as defined in the new statute.[4] The draftsmen of the 2022 Amendments appear in
particular to have had in mind controllable electronic records with intrinsic value in the records
themselves (such as crypto coins). However, the 2022 Amendments also encompass certain
contractual payment rights evidenced by CERs and under which the account debtor undertakes
to pay the person in control of the CER—payment rights known as controllable accounts
(“CAs”) and controllable payment intangibles (“CPIs”).[5]

What is most critical about CERs, CAs and CPIs is that the 2022 Amendments imbue them with
two new and unique characteristics: (i) a “take-free” right,[6] and (ii) the ability to perfect
security interests by control, with priority over other methods of perfection.[7]

The take-free right provides, in substance, that a person who obtains control of a CER for
value, in good faith and without notice of a claim of a property right in the CER (i.e., what Article
12 terms a “qualifying purchaser”[8]), takes the CER free of a competing property right in the
CER. Further, such take-free right extends to a CA or CPI that is evidenced by such a CER; a
qualifying purchaser of such a receivable takes free of a competing property right to that CA or
CPI as well.

Further, the 2022 Amendments permit security interests in CERs—and CAs and CPIs
evidenced by them—to be perfected by control, and such control perfection to have a higher
priority than that afforded by the filing of a UCC financing statement. Under the pre-2022
Amendment UCC, security interests in general intangibles (the category into which CERs would
fall), accounts and payment intangibles as original collateral are perfected only by filing. While it
still works to perfect by filing against CERs, CAs and CPIs after the 2022 Amendments, the
priority of a secured party with control beats that of a secured party which only files.

When you map these Article 12 innovations onto an investment fund structure that has digitized
or tokenized certain of its processes, it is not hard to see how they may offer advantages in a
fund finance transaction. For example, consider a fund which has established a digital
subscription protocol where investors’ subscription obligations are represented by digital
tokens, which can be moved from the fund’s wallet to a secured party’s wallet. Further, assume
that the subscription token operates by moving funds (perhaps in the form of a stablecoin[9])
from the investor to the fund (or another person in control of the token) automatically upon the
execution of a smart contract protocol.



Assuming that such a subscription token were to otherwise satisfy the definitions of CER and
CPI, a fund finance lender who takes control of the token as collateral would have better
collateral than it would have over a traditional, non-Article 12 subscription obligation. The fund
finance lender could “take free” of any third party property claims to the token if the lender could
qualify as a qualifying purchaser. Further, the fund finance lender could get a higher-priority
security interest through perfecting by control—even priming a security interest perfected by a
pre-existing financing statement covering the token.

A similar result could be envisaged for equity interest collateral supporting NAV facilities. Here,
one might posit a digitized or tokenized fund structure in which the equity interests of the fund
in a subsidiary are CERs or CPIs.

If NAV collateral, even if digitized or tokenized, took the form of interests in a traditional legal
entity (such as a corporation, LLC or LP), then it is very likely that Article 12 would not apply.
The reason is that the drafters of the 2022 Amendments tried to be careful not to disrupt
existing business and legal processes; rather, they wished to fill in gaps where legal structure
was missing for digital assets. Accordingly, the 2022 Amendments exclude from the scope of
CERs a number of existing UCC asset types, including “investment property” (defined in the
UCC to include, among other things, securities, securities accounts and security entitlements).
[10] If a digitized vehicle does not take the form of such a traditional entity, however, then what
exactly is it, and how would its equity interests be characterized under the UCC?

One potential option for such a digitized vehicle that has emerged from the blockchain
ecosystem is the decentralized autonomous organization (“DAO”). DAOs are not new.
Numerous investment DAOs have been established to pool resources of members to invest in
a range of assets. In exchange for their investments, the investors in such a DAO would
typically receive governance tokens—assets which may be characterized as CERs under
Article 12.

However, a DAO in and of itself doesn’t imply a legal structure; the DAO at its basic concept is
just software.[11] Whether, and what kind of, an entity is created thereby can vary. A DAO
without attributes of a traditional legal structure (such as limited liability) may not achieve the
business needs of the relevant fund structure.

Several states have supplemented their limited liability company statutes to provide for LLCs
that are designated as DAOs and have included provisions intended to facilitate their operation
as DAOs, such as explicitly permitting management by smart contract.[12] If a DAO is
organized under state law (such as Wyoming’s) that permits it to be treated as a species of
LLC, the UCC characterization of ownership interests in such a DAO would presumably follow
the usual analysis for an LLC interest. Depending on the state law, it may be possible to “opt in”
to Article 8[13] to cause membership interests to be deemed securities under the UCC. In such
a case, NAV collateral comprised of those membership interests, even if tokenized, would fall
outside the definition of CER.

But what about DAOs set up otherwise? What if the DAO is an LLC under its state statute but
does not opt into Article 8, or what if the DAO is organized under the law of a state that does
not provide for a clear legal entity treatment? In UCC terms, characterization of the ownership
interests in such a DAO would likely follow the characterization of the kind of organization that
the DAO is deemed to create, even if it turns out to create a general partnership or other



unincorporated association.[14] If such digitized or tokenized interests are not securities, then
they would not be excluded from the CER definition, and it is possible that they could fall within
the ambit of Article 12. In that case, a NAV lender looking at such DAO interests as collateral
could get similar “take free” and control perfection advantages as discussed above.

Further, it is not necessarily obvious whether the smart contracts themselves which execute
transactions and undertake governance in DAOs would be considered part of the ownership
interest in the DAO, or would be something separate—just a contract that happens to be
expressed in code rather than words, for example. In any case, smart contacts may constitute
an important element of collateral in a NAV facility whether they embody ownership and
governance rights, or have other functions. A NAV lender seeking to take a security interest in
such a smart contract may even have a more direct argument the such a non-ownership or
non-governance smart contract could fall within the CER definition and thereby obtain a
superior Article 12 collateral interest.

Finally, note that the 2022 Amendments are not solely the province of blockchain and tokenized
interests. Nowhere in the text of the 2022 Amendments does the statute mention “blockchain,”
“distributed ledger,” “token” or the like. The UCC as amended by the 2022 Amendments only
looks to whether an asset is “electronic”, which itself is defined in a broad way.[15] Such
interests and intangible rights would not have to be tokenized or reside on a blockchain in order
for an Article 12 analysis to be appropriate, as long as they are electronic.

As the 2022 Amendments are more widely adopted, participants in the fund finance markets
will need to work with their lawyers and technology experts to understand the impacts of Article
12 on their finance transactions, both from an offensive and defensive perspective. Those
participants which are able to take advantage of the attributes of these new Article 12 asset
types may find themselves with a leg up—and those that fail to keep a defensive eye on Article
12 may find themselves at a disadvantage.
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[5] ““Controllable account” means an account evidenced by a controllable electronic record that
provides that the account debtor undertakes to pay the person that has control under Section
12-105 of the controllable electronic record.” UCC (Amended) 9-102(a)(27A).
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market, and therefore not a UCC security. UCC (Amended) Section 8-102(a)(15(iii)(A).

In a notable litigation relating to the status of a DAO as an entity, Ooki DAO was deemed to be
an unincorporated association under California law and therefore subject to suit under the
Commodities Exchange Act as a “person”. See Commodity Futures Trading Comm’n v. Ooki
DAO, 2023 WL 5321527 (N.D. Cal. June 8, 2023). Further, in Sarcuni v. bZx DAO, -- F. Supp.
3d --, 2023 WL 2657633 (S.D. Cal. Mar. 27, 2023), a motion to dismiss a putative class action
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